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During the course of our life, we learn so many different and new things literally every day. We 
learn new tools, techniques and technologies on the professional front. On the personal front, we 
might learn how to play a new game or to ride a motorbike. Many people have learnt how to cook 
in the lockdown that ensued post the Coronavirus pandemic. The human mind is constantly learn-
ing, be it new words, languages, methods, processes or emotions – literally anything it is exposed 
to. That is what makes us humans the most intelligent species on this planet, isn’t it? Is this some-
thing that machines can mimic? Not right now, but possibly in the future. These are some of the 
new frontiers that researchers in AI are currently working towards. To help machines ‘learn to learn’ 
– and that is what Meta-learning is all about. 
Human intelligence is extremely versatile. You can drive a gearless motor bike easily if you know 
how to ride a bicycle. Trying out just one recipe imparts enough cooking experience for you to try 
out more dishes independently. A very simplistic example in terms of AI would be, say, an image 
processing system that is trained to detect horizontal edges but can detect all types of edges – 
horizontal or vertical. Meta-learning may allow us to build more generalized AI architectures that 
can be applied to a variety of scenarios. 
Another aspect of human intelligence is the ability to learn even with few inputs. For example, just 
a few images are sufficient for a kid to identify a bird or a chair or a spaceship. Just a few voices are 
sufficient for us to identify if the voice belongs to a male or a female. On the other hand, 
deep-learning based image or text classification algorithms require a huge quantum of training 
data. Meta-learning lends itself well in this scenario too. For example, the current research in the 
area of few-shot image classification aims to build image classification models with only a few 
shots i.e. images.
Finally, humans are ‘aware’ of the learning process and can modify it or control it or learn new 
things from it. For example, while trying out a new recipe, you might learn about the effect a new 
ingredient has on the taste and you can modify the recipe accordingly to suit your individual prefer-
ences. Similarly, a meta-learning algorithm will learn from previous experience and modify an 
algorithm such that the resulting algorithm is even better than the original one. Meta-learning can 
be leveraged to choose the best algorithm given a particular data and objective. If the algorithm is 
already fixed, meta-learning can be used to experiment with different hyperparameters and choose 
the best ones. 
The current edition of Brainwave will introduce readers to the concept of Meta-learning and cover 
different aspects of the same. We start with the basics, understand its utility & implementation, 
and discuss its application in different fields.

Sahil Desai,
Engagement Manager at Absolutdata
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Meta learning and its 
statistical approaches 

Statistictionary 

Overview
Meta learning is synonymous with “learning to learn”. Our usual machine learning models require 
many data samples for training. The basic idea behind meta learning is to teach the machine about 
learning to learn, like a human infant would. Kids who ride a bicycle are faster at learning to ride a 
motorcycle. Humans can grasp a new idea or skill very quickly – people who have never seen 
Georges Braque’s Fauvist paintings would quickly learn to differentiate them from Paul Cezanne’s 
Post-Impressionist works. This is because people can leverage their previous experiences and apply 
them to a similar problem.

Meta learning aims to design a machine learning model capable of generalizing and adapting to 
new tasks and new environments never encountered during training. 

The goal of the model is to improve the learning algorithm itself; this provides an opportunity to 
tackle the existing challenge of data and computation bottlenecks and the generalization challenge 
in deep learning. 

Examples of meta learning tasks are:

A classifier trained on cat-bird images can 
differentiate images of dogs from images of 
otters after seeing just a few dog images.

A game bot can quickly master a new game.

The basic mathematics of meta learning work by executing a model update in two stages, as 
illustrated below [1]

And later, for optimization, both θ and φ are optimized to maximize.[2]

01 02

• A classifier, fθ, is the “student” model, trained to operate a specified task.

• Simultaneously, an optimizer, gφ (the teacher model), learns how to update the parameters of 
the “student” model through the support set S, θ’ = gφ(θ,S).

Meta Learning Algorithms
There are three basic approaches to meta learning. These are taken from Lilian Weng’s work 
Meta-Learning: Learning to Learn Fast[2] :
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In the end, meta learning aims to build an AI model that, without training from scratch, can learn to 
perform various tasks based on previous experiences. Every time we try to learn a task, we gain 
experience for future tasks – regardless of whether our current attempts are successful or not. [1]

Fig1: The meta-learning process for 
algorithm selection 

Model-based

Model-based learning is 
swift-paced. Even after just 

a few training steps, this 
approach works on 

updating its parameters, 
which can be achieved by 

another meta-learned 
model or by its own 
internal architecture.

Metric-based

The general thinking 
behind metric-based meta 

learning is generating a 
model which aims to learn 

a distance or metric 
function over objects. A 

good metric model is 
dependent on how well a 

kernel is successful in 
problem solving.

Optimization-based

These meta learning 
algorithms are intended to 

adjust the optimization 
algorithm. The current 

approach involves learning 
through the 

backpropagation of 
gradients, which requires a 

large number of training 
samples.
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Understanding pseudo code 
implementation of Meta 

learning and a sneak peek into 
its rising practices 

Coder's Cauldron 

Introduction
Meta Learning is a complex, yet sought-after algorithm that deals with a hurdle faced by common 
machine learning (ML) algorithms. It is distinct in its ability to solve problems through learning 
iteratively, not just through adjusting errors in the predicted output with the actual output but also 
through learning by the learning process itself. 

What this essentially means is that a common ML algorithm has an underlying bias, defined by its 
assumptions, that is used to fit/understand the data. Then makes predictions that are a result of 
bending its assumptions based on what the current training data suggests. However, this may be 
applicable or perform well in a specific domain, but to other domains the investment made by the 
carrying out the learning process will hold little or no value. Meta learning solves this problem by 
providing a dynamic solution that iteratively adjusts the errors by taking the initial parameters of 
the model and the adjusted/optimized parameters of the model into consideration. We will break 
this down into how this is achieved in the methodology.

Meta learning has created a significant impact in deep learning studies and its application with real 
& simulated data. Commonly used techniques that deploy adversarial loss used by GAN present 
positive results for characterizing realistic data, however Meta Learning produces more diversified 
classifications through ‘Domain Randomization’ on simulated data [1].  Curriculum learning, a data 
optimization technique in Meta Learning has received more traction than any other data-level 
optimization technique. Architectures such as AlexNet & ResNet used in neural networks are being 
outshined by state of the art Meta learning architectures such as AmoebaNet & EfficientNet [1]. 

Methodology
The pseudo code implementation of Meta learning helps in understanding the otherwise complex 
process followed by the algorithm in a simplistic manner. We will be referring to the process of 
fitting a model as creating a ‘plan’ that is developed through identifying patterns in the data [2]

Breaking down the 1st Step: This consists of creating a base implementation that will be the 
formation of our first plan. This step is what sets the initial parameters. 

1.1 Setting n = 1. 

Breaking down the 2nd Step:  In this step, we define a loop that keeps on executing till we haven’t 
covered the entire pool size/ data and partitioned it into different plans. In the second tier, or what 
we develop over the base plan now considers the knowledge it acquires from the ‘development of 
the plans’ thereby ‘learning to learn’. The hybridization of the construction of plans on this tier are a 
result of the initial parameters set by the base plan and the calculated parameters post correction 
from the loss function. The calculation is performed on second derivatives that keeps increasing in 
order in the loop as we create more plans from knowledge gained from each previous tier. This 
process can be interpreted as a feedback correction achieved from back propagation wherein 
higher tier plans influence the plans on the lower levels. 

Page 7 © Copyright Absolutdata 2020.
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2.1  While (1) # Infinite Loop

2.2   Initialize P(n) as the set that will contain error calculations and model parameters from nth      
         order plans

2.3   Till P(n) < Maximum Pool Size(n) execute: (Till condition isn’t met, the below three steps are    
         repeatedly executed)

2.4  Increment n by 1

Breaking down the Test_and_Replace() Function:  
1.1  If n = 1 (Loop in 1st iteration)

Add the base plan, which is P_new in this case to the set P(n) and assign a value of measure to be 
compared later

2.1  Else (Till no exit condition is reached)

 Illustration
For your reference, please find the link containing several implementations & papers of Meta 
learning into diversified fields listed in [3]. Practical applications along with the code can be 
accessed there.

2.2 Make a decision whether P replaces a lower order derivative plan in P(n)

The entire process defined in the methodology is terminated when the replacement of a higher 
order plan is not able to make notable improvements in performance to a lower order plan.

[1] The Rise of Meta Learning [2] Evolutionary Principles in 
Self—Referential Learning 
(Diploma Thesis)

References:

• Create a new nth order plan and give a default name P_new

• Set previously initialized P(n) to P(n) UNION {P_new}

• Test_and_Replace() function is called. This tests the output and decides which plan stays, 
and which lower level plan is to be replaced with the new plan of a higher order, that has 
been created in the current iteration. This steps consists of the main functionality that 
resides implicitly in the process. We will deep dive into this function in the next section [2]

• Based on probability, identify plans from P(n-1) and create a new plan P by using 
information/pattern derived from P_new

• Apply Test_and_Replace function recursively on P, considering it to be a member of P(n-1)

• Compare the performance gain as elicited from P when compared to its lower order 
derivatives in P(n-1). Assign a new value to P based on the comparative performance gain.

[3] Meta-Learning – 
Papers with code

https://towardsdatascience.com/the-rise-of-meta-learning-9c61ffac8564
http://people.idsia.ch/~juergen/diploma1987ocr.pdf
https://paperswithcode.com/task/meta-learning
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mayank-lal-17b17915a/
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Auto-ML | Evaluating Model 
& Hyper-parameters

Vivid Visualization 

This article presents the visualization processes that can be followed while working on an auto-ml 
environment.

Abstract
Training a model on an auto-ML environment involves multiple techniques & algorithms, each of 
which has its own set of hyper-parameters. The benchmarks on certain metrics and their 
corresponding visualizations can help to generate the trust in an auto-ml modelling process.

Auto-ML platforms like Microsoft Azure, Google & H2O provide a web interface to visualize and 
evaluate the models. Another open-source platform, ATMSeer, provides an interface not only to 
visualize the metrics but also have some control on the model search process in real-time.

Model & Feature Evaluation (Classification Models)
Comparing multiple models using metrics like confusion matrix, precision, recall & lift is the 
common convention used by practitioners to rank the algorithms (or hyper-parameters within the 
same model). 

Lift/Gain Chart: Compare the lift & the gain of the automated models against a baseline model
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Calibration Chart:  Visualize the confidence in predictions. The graph plots the relationship 
between predicted probability and the actual probability.

Model & Feature Evaluation (Regression Models)

Residual Evaluation: The residuals are the errors between the actual and predicted value. The 
distribution of residuals helps to analyze if there is any trend that is captured by the model.

Other graphs that can be used for interpretation include ‘Predicted vs Actual Plot’ & visualization 
of Feature Importance
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Sample Visualizations (from ATMSeer)
ATMSeer is an open-source platform that helps to increase the transparency and controllability in 
Automated Machine Learning.

The visualization is a sample output of ATMSeer. The graphs shows how F-Value changes with di�erent 
values of hyper-parameters (i.e. #neighbors & leaf-size for KNN algorithm). The ATMSeer provides a 
real-time comparison of multiple algorithms and techniques.

References

HDI-Project/ATMSeer Understand automated machine learning results
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Bayesian Hyperparameter 
Optimization

Thriving Traction 

Introduction
Hyperparameter tuning is the process of finding the best subset of hyperparameters for the given 
problem. Simply put, we use this tuning to figure out if a tree depth of 12 is better or 20; or if 100 
epochs are fine or you need to go up to 1000 epochs. 

Hyperparameter tuning is a crucial part of the model training process and can sometimes lead to 
about 10% improvement in accuracy if done right. There are different techniques a data scientist 
uses to tune the hyperparameters of a model
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Manual tuning: 

A good fast way to tune hyperparameters 
is to start with parameters that have been 
known to work on similar problems, 
dataset, and model structures and 
optimize them. This method, however, 
does not guarantee good results. 

1
Grid Search

Iterate over all possible hyperparameter 
values. As you can imagine, this method 
gets out of hand quickly as the number of 
hyperparameters to tune increases.

2

Random Search

This is one of the best approaches to 
hyperparameter tuning and has been 
used extensively. But it takes a long time 
to reach the optimal point

3
Bayesian Hyperparameter 
Optimization

Learn from previous tuning runs and 
reduce the search space. This reduces 
the time required to find the most 
optimal or get close to the optimal 
parameters by a lot. 

4

On a high-level, Bayesian hyperparameter optimization creates a surrogate model [1] for the model 
we want to tune. This model predicts the original model's score for a given set of hyperparameters. 
The surrogate model runs much faster than training your machine learning model, so the whole 
process of tuning is much faster. The main idea is to use information from all previous evaluations 
and not just the current one. [2] Thus, this procedure leads to better hyperparameters with much 
fewer model training iterations. We can see below the results Bergstra et al. got when they used 
Bayesian optimization to tune their hyperparameters. [3]

Bayesian Hyperparameter Optimisation Explained

From the description above, Bayesian optimization seems to be the best way to tune 
hyperparameters, so what exactly is it? 

http://proceedings.mlr.press/v28/bergstra13.pdf


We use Bayesian methods to create the surrogate model and then sample a point from the 
posterior distribution that we think will give us the highest score. We then run the original model 
with these hyperparameters and update our surrogate model. We keep on repeating this process 
until we reach the specified number of iterations. As you can imagine, the surrogate model gets 
better with each iteration of the original model. This ensures that we look only in the 
neighbourhood of the best possible hyperparameters. We can see Bayesian optimization achieve 
this in the images below:

Figure 2 (a): Validation AUC using random 
search and Bayesian optimization. There is a 
clear uptrend in the performance of the 
Bayesian optimization method. [5]

Source: 
https://www.kaggle.com/willkoehrsen/model
-tuning-results-random-vs-bayesian-opt

Figure 2 (b): AUC vs. the hyperparameters 
tried for the same dataset as (a). As you can 
see, the Bayesian Optimization had its search 
cantered around the best hyperparameters, 
whereas random search just got lucky with 
finding the hyperparameters. [5]

Source: 
https://www.kaggle.com/willkoehrsen/model
-tuning-results-random-vs-bayesian-opt
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Figure 1: Validation error on two datasets using random search in grey and Bayesian optimization in 
green (using Tree Parzen Estimator [4]).  Source: http://proceedings.mlr.press/v28/bergstra13.pdf

https://www.kaggle.com/willkoehrsen/model-tuning-results-random-vs-bayesian-opt
https://www.kaggle.com/willkoehrsen/model-tuning-results-random-vs-bayesian-opt
http://proceedings.mlr.press/v28/bergstra13.pdf
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If training your machine learning model is expensive in terms of - money, resources, or time, 
Bayesian optimization is the way to go. Although, there are a few things to note about Bayesian 
optimization:

You can start implementing Bayesian hyperparameter tuning in your projects using either Hyperopt 
[6] or Bayesian Optimization [7] and experience the results with little modification.

1 It is helpful only when training your machine learning model is slower than the 
acquisition function you use. If instead training your model is faster, use random search. 

2 Bayesian optimization struggles with high-dimensionality problems. So, it might not be 
the best approach to hyperparameter tuning if you have dozens of hyperparameters

A Conceptual Explanation of Bayesian Hyperparameter Optimization for Machine Learning

Snoek, Jasper, Hugo Larochelle, and Ryan P. Adams. "Practical bayesian optimization of 
machine learning algorithms." In Advances in neural information processing systems, pp. 
2951-2959. 2012.

Bergstra, James, Daniel Yamins, and David Cox. "Making a science of model search: 
Hyperparameter optimization in hundreds of dimensions for vision architectures." In 
International conference on machine learning, pp. 115-123. 2013. 

Bergstra, James, Daniel Yamins, and David Cox. "Making a science of model search: 
Hyperparameter optimization in hundreds of dimensions for vision architectures." In 
International conference on machine learning, pp. 115-123. 2013. 

Model Tuning Results: Random vs Bayesian Opt

Hyperopt 

Bayesian Optimization

Lets talk bayesian optimization

https://github.com/hyperopt/hyperopt
https://github.com/fmfn/BayesianOptimization
https://towardsdatascience.com/a-conceptual-explanation-of-bayesian-model-based-hyperparameter-optimization-for-machine-learning-b8172278050f
https://papers.nips.cc/paper/4522-practical-bayesian-optimization-of-machine-learning-algorithms.pdf
http://proceedings.mlr.press/v28/bergstra13.pdf
https://papers.nips.cc/paper/4443-algorithms-for-hyper-parameter-optimization.pdf
https://www.kaggle.com/willkoehrsen/model-tuning-results-random-vs-bayesian-opt
https://hyperopt.github.io/hyperopt/
https://mlconf.com/blog/lets-talk-bayesian-optimization/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rohanchopra09/
https://github.com/fmfn/BayesianOptimization


Getting more from less: 
Few-shot learning

Folk-Wisdom's Fallacy

Introduction
Imagine you are given a problem of developing a facial recognition software for an office which has 
around 100 employees. The first thing that one would do before building a model is to collect lots 
of images of these employees so as to build a large dataset. However, what if, hypothetically 
speaking, the employees don’t have enough images and you are left with a very small dataset? It 
would obviously not be a very good idea to build a convolutional neural network with such low 
data points. So, should you rule out the feasibility of building a model from less?

Well, in such cases, one can resort to “Few-shot meta learning” – a model that can learn from less!

Meta learning, in its true sense, refers to making a model train on a set of various related tasks with 
limited number of data points so that with a new similar task, it utilizes the learnings from the 
previous tasks and doesn’t need training from scratch [1]. Cognitively, human minds work in a 
similar manner as well i.e. by learning from different experiences and connecting those learnings to 
a new concept. 

The main aim of few-shot learning is to classify something after having known only few of them in 
the training data. Generically, “N-way k-shot” learning refers to differentiating between N classes 
with k examples.

What forms the base?
Consider the case of a 3-way 2-shot image classification problem where the main objective is to 
differentiate between 3 classes of birds where only 2 images of a class of bird are given. What meta 
learning does is that it breaks down the whole process into different ‘episodes’ – where each 
episode consists of learning from a dataset, known as the ‘support set’, and then predicting on a 
dataset known as ‘query set’ [2]. Each support set for this case would include 3 different classes of 
birds with 2 images of each class and each query set would have 3 different images of these 3 
classes of birds. Similarly, different episodes would have different classes of birds in their support 
sets so that the model learns to discriminate between the different classes of birds well and 
consequently learns from the related tasks. The test task would be to identify a completely 
different 3 class set of birds from just 2 images of each.
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Support Set for a 3-way 2-shot Meta learning 

Query Set for a 3-way 2-shot meta learning

Picture Courtesy: [3]

What’s beneath the surface?
There are many approaches to few shot meta-learning and amongst these, one of the ways is to 
learn embeddings from the images during training that can help in discriminating between the 
different classes. It is important to note that in all these approaches, the model still gets trained on 
various instances, but they only have to belong to a related domain as our training example (of 
which we have only few data points).

In pairwise comparators like ‘Siamese networks’, two input images are taken at a time and fed to 
two identical neural networks that are used to generate embeddings of the two images. The 
embeddings are finally passed to an energy function that gives a similarity measure between the 
two images. In the process of training, random sets of images are passed to the network so that it 
learns to differentiate between different classes of images. 

The other comparators that are often used for learning from embeddings are triplet networks, 
matching networks, prototypical networks and relation networks. 

Pixnio[1] Ravichandiran, S. (2018). 
Hands-On Meta Learning 
with Python. Packt 
Publishing. 

[2] Tutorial #2: 
few-shot learning and 
meta-learning
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Meta Learning in NAVIK 
Products – Recursive 

Reinforcement
Experience Extended 

Meta learning is one of the most important pillars of next-gen analytics products. The models need 
to continuously update themselves to give high quality recommendations. The Decision Option 
Generator (DOG) – NAVIK AI suite’s proprietary algorithm for consolidating disparate individual 
model (Churn Propensity, Purchase Frequency, Collaborative Filtering etc.) outputs – is the 
umbrella recommender system for NAVIK MarketingAI and NAVIK SalesAI. DOG incorporates 
meta learning in the form of custom business rules in the model outputs. Thus, it comes up with 
appropriate recommendations that are devoid of plausible anomalies.

Need for Meta Learning in DOG
Due to the following emergent or volatile factors, NAVIK products constantly need to learn from 
themselves so they can adapt and update recommendations before the next model refresh cycle 
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Turbulent market dynamics 

In case of untoward macro-economic circumstances (like recession, digitization of currency, etc.), 
the user may want to discard recommendations that are not relevant to that state.

Mutating business needs and varying definitions of the sanity of recommendations 

In case of a specific business focus over a certain period of time (e.g. phasing out sales of a 
particular product category, etc.), the user may want to discard recommendations that are not 
relevant to that state.

Performance-based revaluation (appreciation/depreciation) of recommendations. 

Some recommendations that are found productive/unproductive after they’re pitched to end 
customers need to be appreciated (or depreciated) for subsequent laps of recommendations.

User discomfort with certain attributes of recommendations 

A recommendation comprises many attributes: account, contact, product, time, channel of 
communication, rationale for recommendation, etc. If any of these attributes are not compatible 
with a sales pitch, the user may want to discard it and look for a fitting substitute.
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Implementation of Heuristic Reinforcement Learning in DOG
To implement meta learning, a reinforcement multiplier, or a term multiplied to the final 
recommendation score, is employed in the DOG. This ensures that it captures the following 
feedback, thus making the product a self-learning mechanism:

• Categorical feedback from user (e.g. discarding/restructuring recommendations)

• Automatic implicit feedback (e.g. changing the win rate of recommendations)

Illustration –Reinforcement Multiplier in NAVIK SalesAI’s DOG
Appreciating and depreciating reinforcement multipliers (i.e. ARM and DRM) are two 
mathematical functions of the contact-product-level win rates (#win/#pitches) of various 
opportunities. These are multiplied to the outcomes (e.g. the Contact Probability Score) of the 
corresponding constituent DOG model (e.g. Contact Lead Scoring) or the Consolidated 
Recommendation Score, determining the opportunities’ win and loss.

After every week, based on the win rates of the contact-product combinations, the ARM and DRM 
can be quantified with the aid of these formulae. However, the application of ARM/DRM differs 
with different triggers for reinforcement learning.

Recursion in Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning, due to its very nature, learns from the user’s actions in a dynamic 
environment and gives feedback (in the form of rewards and punishments). You must be wondering 
how recursion additionally comes into the frame. Recursion, here, has nothing to do with the act of 
reinforcement per se, but with its degree. So, in other words, the ARM and DRM values will 
recursively evolve depending upon the parameters (like the win rate of contact-product 
combinations in NAVIK SalesAI recommendations or the user’s consecutive acceptance/rejection 
of recommendations) over time. 

So, what tenet should the algorithm follow to recursively evolve? Firstly, the rate of recursion 
needs to be slow to offset any abrupt actions or chance events in the environment. Secondly, the 
degree of recursion can be defined subjectively.

After a considerable number of instances (> 500 laps of recommendation generation), the values on 
the reinforcement multiplier curves of the corresponding win rates of contact-product 
combinations will be auto-multiplied by the nth power of its complement; the curve will be updated 
accordingly. For instance, for higher win rates (0.9), the ARM applied to the recommendation score 
is again multiplied by (0.1)^n. Here, the value of n can be between 0 to 3, depending upon how 
badly your business case warrants the reward/punishment of the positive/negative feedback.

This is just a simple adaptation of recursion in reinforcement learning. It makes meta learning 
altogether more powerful in its basic premise of learning to learn. 

-Authored by
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Neuroevolution
Food for Thought Experiment 

Overview
Neural networks have become the state-of-the-art algorithm for solving many complex problems in 
today’s world. However, one of the major challenges of using neural networks is to find the best 
architecture (i.e. number of hidden layers, number of neurons, etc.), which relies heavily on human 
experts. Neuroevolution is a machine learning technique where neural network architecture is 
developed through the use of evolutionary algorithms. It allows us to add/remove a node, update 
weighted connections, etc., thus creating a robust method for network development. Here the aim 
is to minimize dependency on human experts by evolving the network topologies in an automated 
manner. 

Evolutionary Algorithm
Initially, we start with a randomly chosen population of neural network architectures which are 
trained on different datasets. Each neural network architecture is then evaluated on validation set 
using a fitness function (objective function). The fitness function could be an accuracy score in 
classification problems or a RMSE (root mean square error) in regression problems.
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Fig 1: Flow chart of Genetic algorithm 
Adapted from TowardsDataScience.com [1]
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Architectures with good fitness scores are chosen to be parents and undergo reproduction: the 
parent architectures are replicated and mutated to generate child architectures. These child 
architectures are then evaluated on the validation set; they replace architectures with poor fitness 
scores in the population. Once the child architecture becomes part of the population, they are free 
to act as parents in next steps.[2]  These steps in succession will allow the best architecture to 
replicate themselves in newer generation; thus, the population evolves until a network with a 
sufficiently high fitness score is found.

Using the above strategy increases the search space significantly for complex image models. To 
achieve computational efficiency in such scenarios, the above algorithm can be executed in a 
massively parallel infrastructure. Here, many workers will operate simultaneously on different 
computers that do not communicate with each other. They only use a shared file system where the 
population is stored. [2]

Mutation
The mutation process allowed child architectures to be different from their parent architectures 
while still inheriting some of the parents’ properties. There is a predefined set of mutations out of 
which a mutation is selected at random during each reproduction event. This predefined set can 
change learning rates, change weight connections, insert or remove a convolution, change 
stride/filter size, and add/remove/skip, etc. mutations. 

These mutations represent actions that a human expert would have taken to improve the 
performance of the architecture. These simple mutations and the selection process allow the 
network to improve over time and perform well on the validation set (although the validation set 
was never exposed to the architecture). Thus, along with developing the architecture, the 
population trains its network while exploring the search space. Hence the process returns a fully 
trained network along with optimized hyperparameters, without the intervention of human expert 
once the experiment starts. [3]
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Data Science
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Seminars/Fora/Courses

Online Courses:

Kaggle:
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Stanford - Deep Multi-task and Meta Learning

Humpback Whale Identification - Meta-Learning to Make Smart Inferences from 
Small Data

Research Papers:

On First-Order Meta-Learning Algorithms 

Authors: Alex Nichol and Joshua Achiam and John Schulman

Supervised multi-task learning, 
black-box meta-learning

Optimization-based 
meta-learning

1 2

Applications in imitation learning, 
vision, language, generative models

Hybrid meta-learning 
approaches

3 4

Bayesian 
meta-learning

Meta-learning for active learning, 
weakly-supervised learning, 
unsupervised learning

5 6

Renforcement learning primer, 
multi-task RL, goal-conditioned RL

Auxiliary objectives, state 
representation learning

7 8

Topics covered:

https://cs330.stanford.edu/
https://www.kaggle.com/c/humpback-whale-identification/overview
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1803.02999.pdf
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Meta-World: A Benchmark and Evaluation for Multi-Task and Meta Reinforcement 
Learning

Articles:

Youtube Videos:

Authors: Tianhe Yu, Deirdre Quillen, Zhanpeng He, Ryan Julian, Karol Hausman, Chelsea 
Finn and Sergey Levine2

Multi-Task Reinforcement Learning with Soft Modularization

Authors: Ruihan Yang, Huazhe Xu, Yi Wu, Xiaolong Wang 

Online Meta-learning by Parallel Algorithm –

Authors: Ruihan Yang, Huazhe Xu, Yi Wu, Xiaolong Wang

Meta-Learning: Learning to Learn Fast by Lilian Weng

An Introduction to Meta-Learning by Ashish Gupta (Medium)

From zero to research — an introduction to Meta-learning by Thomas Wolf

London Machine Learning Meetup - Meta-Learning to Make Smart Inferences 
from Small Data

Learning to learn: An Introduction to Meta Learning

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1910.10897v1.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2003.13661v1.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.07490
https://lilianweng.github.io/lil-log/2018/11/30/meta-learning.html
https://medium.com/walmartlabs/an-introduction-to-meta-learning-ced7072b80e7
https://medium.com/huggingface/from-zero-to-research-an-introduction-to-meta-learning-8e16e677f78a
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NpSpHlHpz6k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ByeRnmHJ-uk
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